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Provides directions for more than one hundred new games based on cooperation rather than competition, including indoor and outdoor
games, games for special-education classes, and games for children and adults
In this book from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Anne Frank, the writer whose diary captured
the hearts of the public. Anne Frank was born in Germany to a loving family. But when World War II broke out, Anne and her family had to
hide in a secret annex in Amsterdam. Here, Anne wrote her famous diary, describing her belief in people's goodness and her hopes for
peace. After the war, her diary captured the hearts of the public and she became one of the most important diarists of the 20th century. This
moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a
detailed profile of Anne's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of
outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child
with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in
simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers.
Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning
tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people
who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
Tentoonstelling in het Stedelijk Museum Vander Kelen-Mertens, Leuven, van 19 september tot 6 december 1998.
" ... A practical guide designed to help early childhood teachers take advantage of the unique opportunity provided by the common core state
standards. It offers strategies for planning and presenting vocabulary instruction and for monitoring children's word learning progress, along
with helpful appendices that provide specific guidance on which words to teach"--Cover, page [4].
Imagine a dreamland where roasted pigs wander about with knives in their backs to make carving easy, where grilled geese fly directly into
one's mouth, where cooked fish jump out of the water and land at one's feet. The weather is always mild, the wine flows freely, sex is readily
available, and all people enjoy eternal youth. Such is Cockaigne. Portrayed in legend, oral history, and art, this imaginary land became the
most pervasive collective dream of medieval times-an earthly paradise that served to counter the suffering and frustration of daily existence
and to allay anxieties about an increasingly elusive heavenly paradise. Illustrated with extraordinary artwork from the Middle Ages, Herman
Pleij's Dreaming of Cockaigne is a spirited account of this lost paradise and the world that brought it to life. Pleij takes three important texts as
his starting points for an inspired of the panorama of ideas, dreams, popular religion, and literary and artistic creation present in the late
Middle Ages. What emerges is a well-defined picture of the era, furnished with a wealth of detail from all of Europe, as well as Asia and
America. Pleij draws upon his thorough knowledge of medieval European literature, art, history, and folklore to describe the fantasies that fed
the tales of Cockaigne and their connections to the central obsessions of medieval life.
The Athletic Skills Model offers an alternative to dominant talent development theories in the form of holistic broad-based movement
education, focusing on health and wellbeing. It places the emphasis on ‘physical intelligence’ – including attributes such as agility, flexibility
and stability – through adaptable and varied training programmes, creating a skilled athlete before introducing sport specialization. The book
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sets out the scientific underpinnings of the ASM before going on to offer practical guidance on the content of the programme, how to adapt
and vary the programme, and how to apply the approach to different age groups and sports. The ASM’s application in the youth
development programme at AFC Ajax is explored in depth, before a future of talent development with an emphasis on athletic, rather than
sport-specific, expertise is imagined. The Athletic Skills Model introduces an important and timely challenge to conventional wisdom in talent
development and is a fascinating read for any upper-level student or researcher interested in youth development, skill acquisition, motor
learning or sports coaching, and any coaches wanting to refresh their approach to talent development.
Creative Physical Education offers a flexible extended learning experience for children and teens that focuses on physical, cognitive, and
interpersonal knowledge and skill development. A combination teacher’s guide and student workbook, Creative Physical Education has
everything you need, including a CD-ROM of printable and adaptable class materials. Creative Physical Education presents a project
framework that you can adapt to fit the needs of your class. Great for physical education teachers looking for a fresh approach, Creative
Physical Education also makes an excellent structured project for classroom teachers working with physical education. Creative Physical
Education begins with a teacher’s guide that details the underlying pedagogical models behind the project. Rather than focusing on one
approach, Creative Physical Education integrates a number of pedagogical models and describes how these can be combined to form a
creative PE project. This all-in-one resource includes a student workbook with all the worksheets needed for each part of the project. The
project worksheets are included on the accompanying CD-ROM and can be modified as needed and printed for use. In addition, homework
items offer ways to reinforce concepts learned in class. Creative Physical Education progresses students through team building, game
creation, organizing a season, and practicing skill development. In the first part of the project, you’ll help students discover the essentials of
working in teams, the benefits of a team approach, and characteristics of successful teams. The developing teams will then create their own
games. Creative Physical Education provides you with all the necessary tools and ideas for this task. Through this section, the student teams
discuss the ingredients of a game, plan their own team game, and teach it to other teams. The students are also involved in evaluating and
reflecting on the games of others. After this, you’ll help students use their games to create one game for the whole class, which they play
over the course of a larger-scale sporting season. Through regular participation, students improve their knowledge and skills and learn the
strategies of their game. This section of the project also helps students experience a range of roles, always as a member of a team. In the
final section you’ll help students improve their tactics and skills through practice. By critically assessing the teamwork, skill, strategy, and
fitness requirements of their particular game, students learn how to improve their individual and team performance. Activities in this final part
also allow students to celebrate their success and reflect on their project. This student-directed creative PE project offers students a new way
to enjoy and learn from sport while also offering the possibility of integrating other curriculum areas with physical education. With step-by-step
guidance and a full set of class materials, you’ll have everything you need to implement a fun, creative learning experience for your class.
Find new ways to move, create, and collaborate with Creative Physical Education.

Design Recipes for FPGAs: Using Verilog and VHDL provides a rich toolbox of design techniques and templates to solve
practical, every-day problems using FPGAs. Using a modular structure, the book gives ‘easy-to-find’ design techniques
and templates at all levels, together with functional code. Written in an informal and ‘easy-to-grasp’ style, it goes beyond
the principles of FPGA s and hardware description languages to actually demonstrate how specific designs can be
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synthesized, simulated and downloaded onto an FPGA. This book's ‘easy-to-find’ structure begins with a design
application to demonstrate the key building blocks of FPGA design and how to connect them, enabling the experienced
FPGA designer to quickly select the right design for their application, while providing the less experienced a ‘road map’
to solving their specific design problem. The book also provides advanced techniques to create ‘real world’ designs that
fit the device required and which are fast and reliable to implement. This text will appeal to FPGA designers of all levels
of experience. It is also an ideal resource for embedded system development engineers, hardware and software
engineers, and undergraduates and postgraduates studying an embedded system which focuses on FPGA design. A rich
toolbox of practical FGPA design techniques at an engineer's finger tips Easy-to-find structure that allows the engineer to
quickly locate the information to solve their FGPA design problem, and obtain the level of detail and understanding
needed
One day, Colour Monster wakes up feeling very confused. His emotions are all over the place; he feels angry, happy,
calm, sad and scared all at once! To help him, a little girl shows him what each feeling means through colour. A gentle
exploration of feelings for young and old alike.
Sixteen columns from the French edition of Scientific American feature oddball characters and wacky wordplay in a
mathematical wonderland of puzzles and games that also imparts significant mathematical ideas. 1992 edition.
Dit boek gaat over kinderen met een motorische handicap ten gevolge van een hersenbeschadiging. Het is in de eerste
plaats bedoeld voor ouders, terwijl ook beroepskrachten eruit kunnen begrijpen wat ouders van een motorisch
gehandicapt kind bezighoudt. De schrijvers van het boek hebben jarenlange ervaring in het omgaan met deze kinderen.
Als je kind het zelf niet kan is een combinatie tussen een leesboek en een naslagwerk. Er is informatie in te vinden over
handicaps en er worden adviezen gegeven voor de meest voorkomende praktische problemen. Het zijn geen pasklare
oplossingen maar keuzemogelijkheden en suggesties die voor ouders en kind de dagelijkse gang van zaken
gemakkelijker maken.
Provides a group of games to foster a healthy exercise of fantasy and joyful noncompetitive encounters which are
antidotes for the increased competitive pressures of today.
table { }td { padding-top: 1px; padding-right: 1px; padding-left: 1px; color: black; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: 400; fontstyle: normal; text-decoration: none; font-family: Calibri,sans-serif; vertical-align: bottom; border: medium none; whitespace: nowrap; }.xl72 { color: windowtext; font-family: "Times New Roman"; } For beginning and novice players who want
to play and win at Texas hold'em'95% of the card-playing market'this is the perfect antidote. The book is designed for
those players who want to learn 'right now' and enjoy instant success at the tables. Fifty quick sections focus on key
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winning concepts, making learning both easy and fast.
For the last 20 years, the Innocenti Report Card series has led the way in comparing children's well-being across rich
countries. Report Card 16 develops this further through a multi-level approach to show that children's well-being is
influenced by children's own actions and relationships, by the networks and resources of their caregivers, and by public
policies and the national context. This approach is aligned with the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child, in that it recognizes the responsibilities of governments, families and communities to help realize children's rights
and promote their well-being.
Excelling at No-Limit Hold'em is a sensation in poker publishing. Renowned poker professional and author Jonathan
Little brings together 17 of the greatest no-limit experts in the world to discuss all aspects of the game. These experts
include superstars such as Phil Hellmuth, Chris Moneymaker, Mike Sexton and Jared Tendler. In Part 1 strategies are
analysed for topics such as understanding the fundamentals, satellite play, lower-buy in events, analysing tells and
moving up in stakes Part 2 sees a thorough technical breakdown of the game including sections on range analysis, game
theory optimal play, short stack strategies, value betting and final table play. As any serious poker will confirm, the
technical side is only half the battle and so Part 3 deals with mental toughness, psychology and understanding tilt.
Excelling at No-Limit Hold‘em provides all the tools that an aspiring player needs to understand no-limit hold‘em. It is a
must buy for anyone who is serious about wanting to improve their poker.
Modern Poker Theory is a comprehensive, rigorous guide to the most important aspects of No-Limit Hold’em. It is based
around an in-depth examination of what is meant by game theory optimal play (GTO) and how it can be applied at the
table. Understanding GTO is fundamental to being able to make accurate poker decisions and being able to exploit
players who don’t. Modern Poker Theory uses modern poker tools to develop a systematic approach to the analysis of
GTO. It organizes the ideas and concepts in an intuitive manner that is totally focused to practical applications. Next time
you are at a table some of the players will have studied Modern Poker Theory and some won’t. The players who have
studied Modern Poker Theory will, without doubt, have a better theoretical and practical understanding of No-Limit
Hold’em. They will be the favourites in the game. Make sure you are one of them. Michael Acevedo, one of the world’s
leading poker theorists, is a game theory expert who is renowned for creating cutting-edge content for the world’s
leading players. The production of Modern Poker Theory is the culmination of many thousands of hours of his research
work with the most advanced poker software tools available. It is poker theory for the 21st century.
Stockholm, 1940. Tomas is gestopt met drinken na een intensieve behandeling maar Maj weet dat de dreiging van een
terugval altijd aanwezig is. Daarnaast overschaduwt de oorlog het dagelijks leven. Tomas wordt opgeroepen voor
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militaire dienst en Maj blijft alleen achter met haar kind. Ze blijkt opnieuw zwanger te zijn en tot overmaat van ramp
overlijdt haar moeder, zonder haar kleinkind Anita ooit gezien te hebben. Om niet in te storten besluit Maj niet meer toe
te geven aan haar gevoelens. Ze huilt niet op de begrafenis en zal koste wat het kost sterk zijn. Dit tweede deel van de
Maj-trilogie is een grootse vertelling over de sociaal hogerop geraakte Maj. Een bijna hypnotiserende vertelling over de
veranderende rol van de vrouw in de twintigste eeuw.
This award-winning, raucous debut novel follows young Minnie Panis, performance artist and existentialist, as she tries to
refuse success and fame.
Chris Moorman is the most successful online poker tournament player in history. * Leads the industry with more than $11
million in online cashes * Excels on the tournament circuit with over $4 million in live cashes * Placed in the top three in
online tournaments 651 times to date Many strong poker players have written books explaining their thought processes.
However, players at the low- to mid-stakes who want to advance to the highest levels find the leap a daunting one. Chris,
through years of hard work, has achieved this advance and now wants to help you do the same. Moorman’s Book of
Poker has a unique approach. Chris analyzes 80 tournament hand histories played by co-author Byron Jacobs – a typical
mid-stakes player. The adoption of a coaching format allows Chris to explain in clear detail exactly what is needed to
progress to the next level of expertise.
Photographic Treatment consists of a series of five books, Daily Photo Dose 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, each with thirty black and
white photographic diptychs collected and edited by Laurence Aegerter. Conducted in collaboration with neurologists,
gerontologists and psychologists, the project aims to provide an image-based therapeutic tool to improve the well-being
of senile dementia patients.
When the prince child is born, the animals in the forest must decide what gift they will bring to him. The Prince Child
marks the debut of a startling new talent: illustrator Martijn van der Linden does for wild beasts and birds and jewellery
what William Wegman does for dogs and clothes. Young children will delight in the enhanced photographs in this lovely
picture book.
The purpose of this unique book is to outline the core of game science by presenting principles underlying the design and use of
games and simulations. Game science covers three levels of discourse: the philosophy of science level, the science level, and the
application or practical level. The framework presented will help to grasp the interplay between forms of knowledge and knowledge
content, interplay that evolves through the action of the players.
This book explains why and how gaming-stimulation techniques have been used in Europe and the United States to improve
decision quality on a special class of bewildering and threatening strategic problems that are described as strategic volcanoes or
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Although art is taught around the world, art education policies and practices vary widely—and the opportunities for teachers to
exchange information are few. International Dialogues about Visual Culture, Education, and Art brings together diverse
perspectives on teaching art to forge a comprehensive understanding of the challenges facing art educators in every country. This
comprehensive, authoritative volume examines global views on education policy, discusses new trends in critical pedagogy,
introduces new technologies available to educators, investigates community art projects, and shows how art education can be
used for peace activism.
Als je kind het zelf niet kanPraktische handleiding voor de dagelijkse activiteiten van een kind met een motorische handicap ten
gevolge van een hersenbeschadigingSpringer
With the first edition of The Hurried Child, David Elkind emerged as the voice of parenting reason, calling our attention to the
crippling effects of hurrying our children through life. He showed that by blurring the boundaries of what is age appropriate, by
expecting--or imposing--too much too soon, we force our kids to grow up too fast, to mimic adult sophistication while secretly
yearning for innocence. In the more than two decades since this book first appeared, new generations of parents have
inadvertently stepped up the assault on childhood, in the media, in schools, and at home. In the third edition of this classic (2001),
Dr. Elkind provided a detailed, up-to-the-minute look at the Internet, classroom culture, school violence, movies, television, and a
growing societal incivility to show parents and teachers where hurrying occurs and why. And as before, he offered parents and
teachers insight, advice, and hope for encouraging healthy development while protecting the joy and freedom of childhood. In this
twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the book, Dr. Elkind delivers important new commentary to put a quarter century of trends and
change into perspective for parents today.
Freedman argues that scientific evidence does not support the notion that TV and film violence causes aggression in children or in
anyone else. A provocative challenge to the accepted norms in media studies and psychology.
Join the Elephants on an exciting round-the-world adventure! From the skyscrapers of New York and Tokyo to the jungles of Peru
and Madagascar, the Elephants are off to see some of the most amazing places in the world—stopping off to discover famous
buildings, food, transport and activities in each destination. Follow them on their journey and get spotting! Each scene is packed
with hundreds of things to find and discover—spot each of the Elephants, their lost possessions, and the sights and friends they see
along the way. There are 17 incredibly detailed scenes including London, Hong Kong, Rio de Janeiro, Istanbul, Rome, and many
more. This beautiful book of brand new amazing and immersive illustrations has been created by talented French artist Guillaume
Cornet.
In the pioneering Sound and Silence (1970, CUP), Paynter and Peter Aston set out to demonstrate the importance of drawing on
children's creative talent as the basis for music education. Their book reflected work that its authors had been doing in schools and
colleges during the preceding decade. Much that has happened since in music education has in no small measure been
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influenced by Sound and Silence and by subsequent publications of John Paynter's. Now, twenty years later, John Paynter,
himself a composer, views some thirty years of teaching music. His basic philosophy is the same: music is a creative art in all its
modes--composing (inventing), performing (interpreting) and listening (remaking the music within ourselves). Today, John Paynter
believes as firmly as ever that creativity is the starting point for all music education. To meet the new demands and fresh
opportunities of a progressive educational program there have been developments in this philosophy. The projects and
assignments in Sound and Structure are the fruits of this development. A cassette accompanies John Paynter's book, and
contains those musical examples that may be difficult for the reader to obtain from usual sources. The cassette will complete the
reader's enjoyment of the book.
This book investigates the relationship between exposure to television and beliefs about the world.
Fictions of Autonomy presents a revisionary account of aesthetic autonomy and transnational modernism with a range of readings
that includes works by Wilde, Eliot, Joyce, Barnes, and Stevens alongside writings by theorists like Adorno and de Man.
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